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Working Smarter

DDLIST: The ENQ Command
B y  J i m  M o o r e

THE DDLIST UTILITY (ALSO KNOWN AS ISRDDN)
IS ONE OF MY FAVORITE tools in ISPF. It is simple,
intuitive, and loaded with many interesting fea-
tures. One of the more useful tools that it con-
tains is accessed via the ENQ command.

THE ENQ SCREEN—HEADING
PORTION

Figure 1 shows the heading portion of the
DDLIST ENQ screen. The heading portion of
the screen contains a number of input fields
that allow the user to tailor the enqueue dis-
play. For example, if a user wanted to know
what enqueues were currently being held by
their TSO session, they could enter their TSO
logon ID into the field named Address id pre-
fix and then press Enter.

Further tailoring could be achieved by fill-
ing in other fields. To see only the SYSDSN
types of enqueues, the word SYSDSN could
be typed into the field named Major name
prefix. The display would then change to
show only enqueues held by the TSO session
that had a Major name of SYSDSN.

SYSDSN is the name that IBM uses every
time a file is allocated to an address space
(job, started task, TSO session). In other
words, when a file is allocated to a DD name
by way of the DISP JCL parameter or TSO
ALLOCATE command.

By spacing out all heading fields, you can
view a list of every single enqueue held on a
system (or systems). Which enqueues appear
would depend upon how Global Resource
Serialization (GRS) was configured on the
Logical Partition (LPAR) that a TSO/ISPF
was logged on to.

THE ENQ SCREEN—ENQUEUE
PORTION

Beneath the heading portion is the area
where all enqueue information is displayed. It
is scrollable—both up and down (PF7—PF8)

and left and right (P10—PF11). Scrolling up
and down should be self-explanatory.
Scrolling left and right will reveal the system
(LPAR) that an enqueue was issued on as
well as what type of enqueue it is. There are
also fields that indicate if it is a global
enqueue (“G”) or if the enqueue was created
by way of the Reserve macro (“R”).

The color of the job name holding the
enqueue is also important to note. Green indi-
cates a shared enqueue (DISP=SHR for a
SYSDSN type of enqueue). Red indicates
exclusive (DISP=NEW,MOD or OLD for a
SYSDSN enqueue).

If a member name is involved in an
enqueue (especially important on SPFEDIT-
type of enqueues), its name will appear to the
far right of the Minor display area.

I suggest experimenting with a few differ-
ent types of displays. Try one by job name, by
DSN, by System and so forth. Then try tai-
loring the list by adding other fields in the
heading portion. Also, don’t forget to press
your HELP PF key to read the simple one-
screen tutorial display on the ENQ command.

OTHER WAYS TO ACCESS DDLIST ENQ

At ISPF 3.4, if you have a list of datasets
displayed, you can enter: ISRDDN E—as a line
command next to the dataset to see who
might hold an enqueue on the dataset. I use
this shortcut frequently. Recall too that the
equal sign (=) will repeat the most recently
typed line command at ISPF 3.4.

From any place in ISPF, the command
DDLIST ENQ can be entered at the Command
line. This will take you directly into the ENQ
screen with whatever values were last dis-
played from the last time you used it.

USES FOR DDLIST ENQ

As a DBA, I am frequently running database
utility software during off-hours. Many data-
bases have multiple files (“datasets”) mapping
to a single table. Think of this as file 1 of 10, file
2 of 10 and so forth all the way up to file 10 of
10. Further, the utility software is highly
sequential in nature and is using dynamic allo-
cation to allocate the underlying datasets only as
it needs to.

By using DDLIST ENQ, I can get a good
idea of how far along the utility is by seeing
which of the datasets have been dynamically
allocated. I set the Address id prefix field in
the heading portion to the name of the data-
base batch utility job that I am running and
the display is automatically tailored for me.

Another great use is to simply see how
many “jobs” are holding an enqueue on a par-
ticular dataset at any point in time. This can
be very useful during software upgrades
where there are two “release libraries”
involved—the new release and the old
release. As more and more environments are
converted to the new release, fewer and fewer
jobs should hold an enqueue on the old
release datasets.
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Figure 1: The Heading portion of the DDLIST ENQ screen
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CONCLUSION

The DDLIST ENQ command comes with ISPF, it is easy to use and
can really come in handy. It has easily entered shortcut paths to make
it even more accessible.

I have encountered a few strange problems though. At one site
where I worked, they had added a command named ENQ to their site
ISPF command table. Because of this, the ENQ command in the
DDLIST environment was never getting passed-through to the under-
lying command processor (ISRDDN). At this site, every time I entered
ENQ in DDLIST, I got some other screen that in no way resembled the
DDLIST ENQ screen.

To work around this, I used the technique of forcing an ISPF com-
mand pass-through by preceding the word ENQ with a greater-than
sign, as in: >ENQ. This worked just fine.

While many sophisticated monitors have the same type of enqueue
capabilities, DDLIST ENQ is good for a quick look and its ease-of-use
make it worthwhile to learn. Give it a try.  
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